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INTRODUCTION 
Artificial surface textures affect the tribological 

characteristics of lubricated contacts and, if designed 
properly, are capable of enhancing the performance 
of hydrodynamic bearings [1]. Under hydrodynamic 
conditions the desired effects are generally a 
reduction in frictional losses and an increase in 
minimum film thickness for a safer and more efficient 
bearing operation. Under mixed or starved lubrication 
conditions, e.g. during start-up, textures may act as 
lubricant reservoirs or trap wear debris, therefore 
potentially reducing wear and limiting bearing failure. 

Although promising results are being reported, 
successful applications are still very limited. As the 
impact of texturing highly depends on the contact 
geometry and operating conditions (film shape and 
thickness, lubricant viscosity, rotational speed etc.), 
designing optimized texture patterns in terms of their 
geometrical parameters (shape, size, distribution) is 
a challenging task. A poorly designed texture pattern 
may even cause a deterioration in bearing 
performance, further underlining the importance of a 
thorough texture design. Accurate and robust computational models are therefore crucial, however, high 
computation times are usually encountered due to the fine meshes required to accurately capture the 
complex geometry, the need for mass-conserving cavitation models and the presence of multiple 
discontinuities in the film thickness equation. 

In the present work, a fast numerical model based on the Reynolds equation is applied to study partially 
textured tilting pad thrust bearings (see Fig. 1). The computation time of the numerical model is reduced 
significantly by applying special discretization formulae to handle discontinuities, taking advantage of 
multicore processing and strategically making use of different solvers to find the bearing equilibrium. A 
nonlinear constrained optimization utilizing an interior-point algorithm is then performed to optimize texture 
designs in terms of texture depth, circumferential extend and radial extend. 

 
NUMERICAL MODEL 

The film thickness distribution is determined by the film thickness at the pivot (��), pitch angle (��) and 
roll angle (��) and can be expressed as follows: 
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where the texture depth is simply added wherever textures are located. Incorporating mass-conserving 
cavitation, which may occur inside individual textures close to the pad inlet and the outer radius, the utilized 
Reynolds equation reads [2]: 
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where Θ is the fractional film content. To extend the validity of the Reynolds equation by considering 
concentrated inertia effects and reduce computation time, special finite volume discretization formulae are 
used to discretize the Reynolds equation [3, 4]. Moreover, different mesh sizes are used for the textured 
and untextured pad areas in order to solve the equations most efficiently. A Gauss-Seidel method with 
successive relaxation is applied to solve the discrete system, where an additional preceding loop deals with 
the nonlinearity of the system whenever concentrated inertia effects are considered. 

Fig. 1 Tilting pad thrust bearing schematic. 



Thermal effects are considered in a simplified manner, applying an iterative effective temperature 
method [5], while considering the hot-oil-carry-over effect [6]. McCoull and Walther’s relation is used to 
describe the temperature-viscosity relationship [7]. The bearing is in equilibrium when the pad angles and 
clearance define a film geometry that balances the applied load and causes no resultant moments around 
the pivot. To find the bearing equilibrium, three methods are implemented and strategically selected based 
on the residual to reduce the computation time: (i) Newton-Raphson method, (ii) Broyden’s method with 
Sherman-Morrison formula and (iii) continuation method with fourth-order Runge-Kutta technique [8, 9]. To 
further reduce execution time, Jacobian matrices are evaluated on multiple processor cores and results 
from the equivalent untextured bearing (pad angles, clearance, temperatures) are used as first 
approximations for the textured bearing. An empirical damping method is applied to improve the robustness 
of the equilibrium solver, simply replacing the Jacobian with a damped Jacobian: /0(1�20 � �3/56 � 1
/, 
where 5 is the iteration number and 3 the damping parameter (usually 3 � 1.5). Once the equilibrium 
position, the effective temperature and the pressure distribution are known, the main performance 
characteristics of the bearing are calculated. The developed model was successfully validated by 
comparison with CFD data from reference [6], yielding an average error of about 3 % in terms of maximum 
pressure, friction torque, maximum temperature and minimum film thickness. 

 
TEXTURE DESIGN OPTIMIZATION 

The task of optimizing a given texture design involves changing the geometrical parameters of the 
texture pattern (texture depth, number of textures, size of the textured region, texture density) in order to 

minimize or maximize a certain bearing performance parameter. 
In the present work, two single-objective optimization problems 
are considered, namely maximizing the minimum film thickness 
(�19:) and minimizing the friction torque (;<). 

The texture designs considered all consist of angular sector 
shaped textures with flat bottom profiles as this type of textures 
has previously been shown to be preferable for converging 
contacts [1]. It is also known that the texture density cannot be 
optimized as increasing the density will always improve the 
performance, meaning that the optimum density is 100 %, which 
results in a single pocket. However, as a pocket cannot act as a 
lubricant reservoir during mixed lubrication and the step may wear 
out quickly, the chosen texture design consists of 23 by 23 
textures with a fixed density of 40 % to limit stress concentration 
on the texture edges (see Fig. 2). This means that three texture 

design parameters remain for optimization, namely the texture depth (�=2>=?�2), the relative texture extend 
in circumferential direction (�) and the relative texture extend in radial direction (@). This task can be 
expressed as a nonlinear constrained optimization problem: 

maxC �19:�C
 			such	that			C19: E C E C1(> (3a) 

minC ;<�C
 			such	that			C19: E C E C1(> (3b) 

where C is a vector containing the texture design parameters, C19: and C1(> define the lower and upper 
bounds for those parameters, here 0 E �=2>=?�2 E 50	μm, 10 E � E 95	% and 10 E @ E 95	%. All 
computations are performed on a desktop PC with 16 GB RAM and Intel Core i7-3770 with four physical 
cores. Derivatives are evaluated in parallel and a step tolerance value of 10JK is used for C. 

 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Simulations are run for a tilting pad thrust bearing with 	9 � 30.25 mm, 	N � 70.25 mm and a pad radius 
of 46.05 °. Pads are supported by a line pivot located at 60 % from the pad inlet. ISO VG 32 oil is supplied 
at 2 l/min per pad at a constant temperature of 40 °C. An average of 30 iterations and 20 minutes of CPU 
time is required for each optimization. Results are presented in Fig. 3 for three different rotational speeds 
(1000, 2000 and 3000 rpm) and four specific loads (0.5, 1.0, 1.5 and 2.0 MPa). 

It can be seen that the optimum texture depth significantly depends on the operating conditions as well 
as the optimization objective, ranging from 8 to about 31 µm. The optimum texture depth is on average 
approximately 10 % lower when the objective is a reduction in friction torque as compared to an increase 
in minimum film thickness. If the texture depth is related to the respective minimum film thickness (P ��=2>=?�2/�19:), relatively constant average optimum values of 0.86 and 0.77 are obtained for an optimization 
for �19: and ;<, respectively, agreeing well with previous findings related to similar contacts [1]. Optimum 
values for the relative texture extend in circumferential direction are mostly independent from the operating 
conditions, however, highly depend on the optimization objective. Whereas optimizing for �19: results in 

Fig. 2 Exemplary texture design with �=2>=?�2 � 15	μQ, � � 70	% and @ � 70	%. 



values between 68 and 78 %, optimizing for ;< results in much lower values between 46 and 58 %. 
Optimized relative texture extend in radial direction are fairly independent from the speed and only depend 
slightly on the applied load and the optimization objective. Optimizing for �19: results in values ranging from 
58 to 69 % and optimizing for ;< in values ranging from 60 to 73 %. 

 
Fig. 3 (a) Optimum texture depth, (b) optimum texture extend in circumferential direction and (c) optimum texture extend 
in radial direction for different operating conditions and optimization objectives. 

It is noteworthy that the texture pattern only influences the bearing performance moderately due to the 
relatively low selected texture density of 40 %. If optimized for �19:, the optimized texture patterns are 
capable of increasing the minimum film thickness by approximately 6 % as compared to the conventional 
pads for the operating conditions considered. For these cases the friction torque is hardly influenced by 
texturing. If the patterns are optimized for ;<, a decrease in friction toque of about 3 % can be achieved. 
For these cases �19: is still increased by an average of 4 %. To achieve a more significant influence of 
texturing under hydrodynamic conditions, the texture density should be increased as much as possible by 
using grooves or a pocketed pad design. 

 
CONCLUSIONS 

The developed numerical model is successfully used to optimize texture patterns for a line-pivoted tilting 
pad thrust bearing. The utilized techniques to solve the Reynolds equation and find the load and thermal 
equilibrium result in low computation times and make it possible to optimize a texture pattern for given load 
and speed in about 20 min. Whereas optimum values for the size of the textured region are rather 
independent from the operating conditions, optimum values for the texture depth need to be carefully 
chosen for the expected range of operating conditions. Experiments are underway on a purposely 
developed test rig to validate the model and analyze the influence of texturing during start/stop conditions. 
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 NOMENCLATURE 
3 damping parameter ;< friction torque (Nm) 
� local film thickness (m) C vector with texture design 

parameters �19: minimum film thickness (m) C1(> upper bounds of C �� film thickness at pivot (m) C19: lower bounds of C 
�=2>=?�2 texture depth (m) � relative texture extend in 

circumferential direction / Jacobian matrix ��  pitch angle (rad) /0(1�20  damped Jacobian matrix �� roll angel (rad) 
5 iteration number @ relative texture extend in 

radial direction � local pressure (Pa) � lubricant dynamic viscosity 
(Pa.s) �'() cavitation pressure (Pa) � circumferential coordinate 
(rad) 	 radial coordinate (m) �� circumferential coordinate 
of pivot (rad) 	9 inner pad radius (m) Θ fractional film content 	N outer pad radius (m) � lubricant density (kg/m3) 	� radial coordinate of pivot 

(m) 
  rotational speed (rpm) 

P relative texture depth   
 


